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Overview of Topic
In April 2008, citing the lack of adequate planning and effects of urbanization as major
threats, the advocacy group American Rivers named the Catawba River the most
endangered river in America (American Rivers, 2008). Mecklenburg County (NC) is the
largest urban area along the course of the Catawba River, and with a population of
nearly 860,000, has nearly doubled in size since 1988. As might be expected, this
growth has resulted in much environmental change in the county. More than 73
percent of major stream miles in Mecklenburg County have been designated by the EPA
as impaired or not meeting their designated uses (LUESA 2008). Degradation of these
urban streams impacts local citizens’ recreational opportunities, property values, and
public health. Since Mecklenburg County draws nearly all of its water from the Catawba
River, environmental changes affect not only the river, but also the county’s long‐term
success.
To understand more about why the Catawba River is endangered, we will look at how
one sub‐watershed of the Catawba system, Long Creek Watershed (LCW), has changed
over a 20‐year period (1988 to 2008) (Figure 1). Though this exercise will not reveal
everything about the Catawba River’s situation, it will help us learn how remote sensing
and GIS can be used to understand watershed‐scale changes over time, and how these
may be related to current environmental conditions such as stream water quality.
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Long Creek
Watershed

Figure 1. Regional map of the Catawba River Watershed shown over North Carolina (in
purple), Mecklenburg County (in light blue) and Long Creek Watershed (in yellow).

Long Creek Watershed is an interesting case. Located in the northern part of
Mecklenburg County, only within the past 20 years or so did it experience the residential
and commercial development that earlier typified other areas in the county. In 1988,
Long Creek was judged by the Land Use Environmental Services Agency (LUESA) as
“Good” (on a nine‐level scale from “Excellent” to “Very Poor”). In 2008, however, the
creek was judged to be “Impaired” (on a four‐level scale from “Supporting its designated
use” to “Degraded”). Though the terminology of the reporting scale changed between
1988 and 2008, the overall picture is clear: water quality has deteriorated. What is not
clear from the LUESA 2008 report is how the watershed itself may have changed during
this time. This is where you come in!

Q1.

Before you turn the page, write 2‐3 full paragraphs describing your

thoughts on why water quality may have deteriorated in Long Creek. Be sure
to include a rationale for at least two separate hypotheses (i.e., why is each
hypothesis reasonable? What possible reasons or processes can you give?)
Use a separate sheet of paper; you will hand this in to me before you leave
class today.
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Quite possibly, your answer above included some ideas along the lines of “increased
development” or “urbanization” or “deforestation.” All of these are known to
negatively affect stream water quality, and are excellent working hypotheses. Actually,
this idea of changes in the watershed’s land cover will be the main focus of your
exercise. Let’s clarify, though, the difference between the phrases “land cover” and
“land use.” Land cover describes the vegetation and human alterations covering a land
surface, while land use describes just that: how the land is actually being used.
Determining land use is much more difficult to determine from satellite data
(remember, looks can be deceiving!). For example, hunting and hiking habits are not
easily discerned from space. So, we will classify types of land cover (e.g., forest, water,
pavement, etc.) in LCW. Sounds simple, but you’ll discover this is tricky work.
In summary, our situation is this: the Catawba River is not only endangered, it is also
critical to the prosperity of Mecklenburg County. One tributary to the Catawba, Long
Creek, has seen its water quality decline dramatically since 1988. We want to know
more about why this has happened, and think it might be due to changes in land cover.
This leads us to the central question guiding our remote sensing inquiry.

Central Question: How has land cover within Long Creek
Watershed in Charlotte, NC changed between 1988 and 2008?

To answer this question, you will be examining satellite data of LCW and quantifying
changes in land cover from 1988 to 2008. Like with most environmental questions,
answering this one requires lots of intermediate steps. Developing the skill of breaking
big questions into little steps is absolutely critical in remote sensing analysis. Here is a
general list of four smaller questions to help keep us on track. These questions may
need to be broken down themselves into smaller pieces, but they will give us a good
framework within which to work.

1. What satellite data do we need?
List below what types of data you think we need for this study.
1) ______________________________________________
2) ______________________________________________
3) ______________________________________________
4) ______________________________________________
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2. How should we prepare the satellite data?
In other words, once we have the satellite data, what do we have to do with
them in order to actually use them? You’ll find that preparing the data for
analysis is often a fair bit of work by itself.

3. How do we analyze the satellite data to estimate changes in land
cover?
What are the steps to actually examine the satellite data (pixel by pixel) for
how land cover in 1988 differs from that in 2008?

4. How do we present the results in an ArcGIS map?
Often, the numeric or tabular output from image processing software is not
easily understood by others. Using GIS is an ideal way of presenting your
results in a clear and graphic way.
In a nutshell, this Learning Unit uses Landsat data and ENVI 4.5 image processing
software to examine land cover changes between 1988 and 2008 in LCW, a tributary to
the Catawba River. Land cover classifications for LCW are developed using Landsat
imagery from 1988 and 2008, then quantitatively compared for differences. Data are
exported to ArcGIS, and a map highlighting these differences is then created.
Skills you will learn along the way are:
-

How to find and download Landsat data
How to prepare data for analysis
How to work with ENVI 4.5 to analyze satellite data
How to export and further analyze satellite data in ArcGIS

In addition, there is an optional GPS exercise for field testing how well the ENVI
software has classified land cover of LCW. If your instructor asks you to complete this,
consider yourself lucky. You will get a much richer understanding of not only satellite
data and remote sensing, but also of how these data are analyzed in image processing
software, such as ENVI.
Alright then, let’s get started!

What you need to hand in:
1) Your 2‐3 paragraph response to Question 1.
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Question 1: What Satellite Data Do We Need?
In your list of needed data above, you likely included something close to the following:
1) Satellite imagery of Long Creek Watershed from 1988
2) Satellite imagery of Long Creek Watershed from 2008
This is a good start. You will, of course, need to explore which specific files are best to
use for your project. When considering which files to use, these are the key
characteristics to keep in mind:






Cloud cover (obviously, the lower the better!)
Spatial resolution (do you need 1 m or 30 m or 200 m pixels?)
Data collection time (i.e., when the image was taken)
Appropriate source (i.e., different satellites collect different data)
Georegistration (i.e., images that have been accurately linked to specific points
on Earth’s surface)

As we work below in browsing and selecting the available satellite data, all of these
characteristics will come into play.

A. Getting the Satellite Data
In a wonderful case of tax dollars at work, the U. S. Government has made all Landsat
data available for free! [The Landsat program has been collecting satellite imagery of
the Earth since 1972. To date, seven satellites have been launched, and there are data
available from six of them (Landsat 6 never achieved orbit and is at the bottom of the
ocean). The oldest data, from 1972 to the mid‐1980’s, have 60m resolution. All recent
data have 30 m resolution. Let’s explore how to use the online Landsat database, the
USGS Global Visualization Viewer (GloVis).
1) Go to: http://glovis.usgs.gov/

! Tip: For answers to all sorts questions about Landsat missions and data, visit:
http://landsat.usgs.gov/tools_faq.php
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2) Click on Charlotte, NC.
Or, enter 34.6 degrees latitude and ‐81.3
degrees longitude in the text boxes (the
latitude is “negative” because Charlotte is
west of the Prime Meridian) and
Click “View Images”
In the next window, you’ll notice that the
selected satellite scene (outlined in yellow) is
Path 17 Row 36. This refers to the flight
paths of Landsat satellites. If the WRS‐2
Path/Row boxes do not show 17 and 36, go ahead and enter these values and click on
“Go.” Note that the Catawba River Watershed features prominently in this scene.
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For this exercise, we will be using data collected from the Landsat 5 satellite.

? Why Landsat 5? When doing a comparative analysis, it is desirable to
minimize sources of error due to differences in the satellite. Landsat 5 has been
collecting data over our period of interest, so it is an ideal choice.

Now that we have the right location, we need to navigate to the right data collection.

3) From COLLECTION
>> Landsat Archive
>> Landsat 4‐5 TM

For our analysis, we’ll use imagery taken during the summer because vegetation (e.g.,
tree canopies, lawns, etc.) is much easier to detect. Let’s start with the images
available for the summer of 1988.
4) Below “Scene Information” ( left of the screen),
Select June 1988 from the month/year selection boxes
Click “Go”

5) Click “Next Scene” to move to the next image available for Landsat 5 for the
summer of 1988. Scroll through all images from the summer of 1988.
All of the images, except Sep 21 1988, have some amount of cloud cover. Because of
that, we will use the Landsat 5 data from Sep 21, 1988: LT50170361988265XXX03.
Normally, at this point, you would click “Add” in the lower portion of the frame, and,
later you could “Download” these data directly to your computer. However, in an
amazing display of forethought and planning, your instructor has already downloaded
these files for your use.
Now, we need to find comparable imagery from 2008.
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6) Enter June 2008 in the month/year selection boxes and click “Go”
The Landsat 5 image from June 8, 2008 is cloud free, so our search is done! We will use
the data from LT50170362008160EDC00 in our analysis.

? Does it matter that our scenes come from different months? Well, it
depends. It is important in comparative analyses to minimize the amount of
variability. For example, comparing winter and summer images has obvious
challenges due to changes in leaf cover. In our analysis of LCW, we will assume
vegetation conditions are consistent from June through September.

There is one folder for storing each year’s data. Write their locations (given by me):
1988:__________________________________________________________________
2008:__________________________________________________________________

B. Examining the Landsat Data File Structure
Before working with the Landsat data, it’s a good idea to take a quick look at the file
structure.
1) Using your Windows browser, navigate to the file path you just copied above.
Open the folder for either the 1988 or 2008 data.
You will notice that
there are actually ten
files associated with
the satellite image
you identified. Each
bandwidth of light
sensed by the satellite
is stored in a separate
file, plus there are
three additional
support files.

Great going! You
have just completed
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the critical first steps in your remote sensing project. You have identified the
appropriate satellite data you will need to analyze land cover change in LCW between
1988 and 2008. You have also learned that Landsat scene data come in multiple files.
Each bandwidth is contained in a single file.
With that accomplished, you can move on to the second major step: preparing the
satellite data for analysis.
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Question 2: How should we prepare the satellite
data?
To prepare the data we identified in the last question, we will be using the image
processing software ENVI (version 4.5). We need to complete three basic steps:
A. Open the Landsat files in ENVI
B. Combine each year’s Landsat files into one ENVI file (i.e. creating a “layer stack”).
C. Clip the Landsat files using the Long Creek Watershed boundary so that only
Long Creek Watershed remains (i.e., creating and using a “region of interest”)
We’ll work together through the process of importing, stacking and clipping the
1988 data, then you will work on your own to do the same for the 2008 data.

The first step in working with the data is opening our image processing software.
Start ENVI.
Initially, only the main menu bar is opened (in the upper left corner of your monitor).

A. Opening 1988 Landsat Data in ENVI
Our first step is to open the Landsat files in ENVI.
1) From MAIN MENU: FILE
>> Open External File
>> Landsat
>> GeoTIFF
2) In ENTER TIFF/GEOTIFF FILENAMES
Navigate to the folder containing
the 1988 Landsat data files.
Note: We are interested in files for
bands 1‐5 and 7. Select these
bands and click
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? Why not import Band 6? Good question! Band 6 records thermal data,
which we won’t use in this exercise.

You will notice that as ENVI opens these files, it lists
them in the “Available Bands List” window, but doesn’t
show what they look like. Don’t worry. We will display
these data in a few steps. Also, even though all have
“Band 1” as part of their file information, they are
indeed different bands of Landsat data.

Okay, we now have opened the 1988 Landsat files into
ENVI. Now we need to combine them into a single file
for analysis.

B. Creating and Displaying a Layer Stack of the 1988 Data
Our next step is to create a “layer stack”. A layer stack is a single ENVI layer file that
contains multiple bands of satellite data. Stacking the Landsat data files makes using
ENVI much easier since they will now be grouped together into a single file.
1) From MAIN MENU: BASIC TOOLS
>> Layer Stacking

2) In LAYER STACKING PARAMETERS
Select
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3) In LAYER STACKING INPUT FILE
Select all of the bands you opened in
Step A above (i.e., Bands 1‐5 and 7)
and click OK.

This will take you back to the “Layer Stacking
Parameters” window. For convenience, you
will need to reorder the bands as they display
in ENVI. It is easiest if the bands are displayed
lowest to highest.
4) In LAYER STACKING PARAMETERS
Click
5) In REORDER FILES
Click and drag the files into position.

Band 1 (“…_B10.TIF”) is at the top, while Band 7
(“…_B70.TIF”) is at the bottom. When you have
finished this, click

The last step in creating a layer stack is to name
and store the file.
6) In LAYER STACKING PARAMETERS
Click
Enter a file name (e.g., “1988_LCW_Stack”) and save this layer stack in your
folder.
The new layer stack will load in the AVAILABLE BANDS LIST window. With the next step
below, you will display the layer stack file, 1988_LCW_Stack, in a true‐color image.

! Tip: To see the entire Band name displayed in AVAILABLE BANDS LIST, click
on the right margin of the window and drag it until the file name is visible.
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Displaying True Color RGB Images
(1) In AVAILABLE BANDS LIST,
Select “RGB Color” radio button
(2) The “R” radio button is
automatically selected.
Click on Band B30
(3) The “G” radio button is
automatically selected

Click on Band B
(4) The “B” radio button is
automatically selected

Click on Band B
(5) Click

You will now have three ENVI
display windows open:
1) the IMAGE window (“#1
R:Layer…”),
2) the SCROLL window, and
3) the ZOOM window.

Click anywhere on the scene
shown in the SCROLL window,
and notice:
1) the red square is centered on
where you clicked,
2) all three windows are linked,
3) the area enclosed by the red
square is in the ZOOM window.
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Great work! You’ve downloaded and displayed the Landsat scene! Feel free to explore
the scene and to use different RGB band combinations.

C. Clipping the Landsat files using the Long Creek Watershed
boundary
The last step in preparing the 1988 data is clipping the layer stack using Long Creek
Watershed’s boundary. Because the clipped area (and file size) is much smaller than the
entire Landsat scene, this will greatly speed up the analysis in Step 3. Fortunately,
clipping scenes using shapefiles is relatively simple in ENVI, and follows the steps:
1) Opening the vector file of Long Creek Watershed’s boundary
2) Using the boundary file to create a “Region of Interest” or ROI file
3) Using the ROI file to select only the Landsat data within Long Creek Watershed

Opening the vector file of Long Creek Watershed’s boundary
1. From the IMAGE window
>> Overlay
>> Vectors.
2. In #1 VECTOR PARAMETERS: CURSOR QUERY
>> File
>> Open Vector File

In SELECT VECTOR FILENAMES
Navigate to the subfolder
containing the
Long_Creek_WS_Boundary
shapefile.
Under FILES OF TYPE, change the
*.evf setting to *.shp and select
Long_Creek_WS_Boundary.
Click “Open”
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3. In IMPORT VECTOR FILES PARAMETERS
Click
This accepts all of the default settings, including the
default naming of the new ENVI vector file of Long Creek
Watershed Boundary (“Long_Creek_WS_Boundary.evf”)
Note: do not close the #1 VECTOR PARAMETERS: CURSOR
QUERY window, as you will need it open for the next step.

You have just opened the shapefile of Long
Creek Watershed’s boundary, and converted
it to an ENVI (.evf) format.
The shapefile is now visible on your image as
a line around Long Creek Watershed.
Fortunately, Long Creek Watershed fits
entirely (but just barely!) on the Landsat
scene.

Using the LCW boundary file to create a “Region of Interest” or ROI file
1. In #1 VECTOR PARAMETERS: CURSOR QUERY
>> File
>> Export Active Layer to ROIs.

2. In EXPORT EVF LAYERS TO ROI
Select “Convert all records of an EVF layer to one ROI”
Click OK
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You have just created an ROI using Long Creek Watershed’s boundary. This ROI file will
be available to you as you complete the next step: using the ROI file to select only the
Landsat data within Long Creek Watershed.

Using the ROI file to select only the Landsat data within Long Creek
Watershed
1. From the IMAGE window
>> Overlay
>> Region of Interest
2. In #1 ROI TOOL
>> File
>> Subset Data via ROIs
3. In SELECT INPUT FILE TO SUBSET VIA ROIs
Select 1988_LCW_Stack
Click OK
4.

I
n SPATIAL SUBSET VIA ROI PARAMETERS
Select Long_Creek_WS_Boundary
Next to ‘Mask pixels outside of ROI’, Click
so that “Yes” appears in the box. Accept the
default Mask Background Value of 0.
Click
to choose a location and name (e.g.,
“1988_LCW_ROI”) for the new file.
Note: Be sure that the EVF Layer “Long Creek
Boundary.shp” is highlighted. If not, single click on that file name.
Click
The new file will be added to the Available Bands List.
Load the image as a true‐color RGB image (as described in STEP 2B, above).
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Excellent work! You have prepared the 1988 data to a point where it is ready to be
compared. Take a screen print of the clipped 1988 data. Now, do the same sets of
operations for the 2008 data file:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Open the 2008 Landsat data files
Create a layer stack of the 2008 data
Clip the LCW area from the Landsat scene
Display the clipped LCW area as an RGB image.
o Note: when you are ready to display the
true‐color 2008 LCW ROI, choose “New
Display” before clicking “Load RGB”
5) Take a screen print of the clipped 2008 data.

You should now have both the 1988 and 2008 images being displayed independently in
ENVI. The 1988 image should be in Display #1. The 2008 image should be in Display #2.
To help us make direct visual comparisons, let’s go ahead and link the two images so
they simultaneously display the same geographic extent.
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Linking the two images.
From the IMAGE Menu
>> Tools
>> Link
>> Link Displays

1) In LINK DISPLAYS click

It’s that simple! The two LCW ROI files are now linked. To visually explore the
differences between the two images, click on the IMAGE window of either image. As
you click on one image, the other image is displayed. Through repeated clicking, you
can get a sense of the differences between 1988 and 2008. In particular, you might
want to examine the far eastern region for differences.

Q2. Based on your visual interpretation of the 1988 and 2008
satellite images, how has Long Creek Watershed changed? Provide
as much specific detail and as many examples as you can.

! Tip:

To save your ENVI project:

MAIN MENU: FILE
>> Save Session to Script
Enter a suitable file name and location for the ENVI session.
To open your saved ENVI project:
MAIN MENU: FILE
>> Execute startup script

What you need to hand in:
1) Screen prints of the clipped 1988 and 2008 LCW files
2) Typed ½‐page response to Question 2.
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Question 3: How do we analyze the satellite data to
estimate changes in land cover?
You have made huge strides so far! You’ve identified, downloaded, and prepared the
needed data, then selected only the pixels inside LCW. Great work! Now we’ve come
to the critical part of the analysis: the actual quantitative measure of land cover changes
between 1988 and 2008. This is going to be interesting! To do this we need to:
A. Classify the land cover for the 1988 image
B. Classify the land cover for the 2008 image
C. Determine the differences between 1988 and 2008
Because we want to determine land cover changes as they might relate to stream water
quality, we will use a very simple classification scheme for both images. We will divide
every pixel of LCW into one of three categories: vegetated, non‐vegetated, or water.
You’ll discover, though, that even though the class names are simple, it takes a bit of
work to get the entire watershed into these three classes. When you’re done, you will
need to save the file for use in ArcGIS (to help answer Question 4).

A. Classifying Land Cover in 1988
The process of classifying land cover actually requires two component steps:
1) Performing an “unsupervised” classification of the image (i.e., you let ENVI
determine what pixels are similar and should be grouped together)
2) Combining the original classification results into our three categories

Performing an Unsupervised Classification
1) In MAIN MENU:
CLASSIFICATION
>> Unsupervised
>> Isodata

2) In CLASSIFICATION INPUT FILE
Select “1988_LCW_ROI “
Click “OK”
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3) In ISODATA PARAMETERS
Enter a range of 30‐35 Classes.
Change iterations to 3
Click “Choose” and enter a file
location and name (e.g.,
1988_LCW_30‐35Classes)
Click on “OK”

After classifying the 1988 file, ENVI will automatically add the classification results file in
the AVAILABLE BANDS LIST window.

? Why use 30‐35 classes and three iterations? Laura Rocchio, from NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center, explains that the more classes you start with, the
more control you have over the process for combining them. If you start with
only a few classes, ENVI groups the pixels as it sees fit, without regard to
spatial patterns easily discernible to the human eye, and you lose the ability to
influence their grouping. In an unsupervised classification, ENVI clusters pixels
based on arbitrarily chosen cluster centers. In successive iterations, clusters
with too few pixels are discarded and the pixels reassigned. Then the cluster
center is recalculated based on the pixels in the cluster; and then pixels are
reassigned again to the new closest center, this iterative processes goes on
each time "refining" the classification.
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4) In AVAILABLE BANDS LIST
Display your ISODATA classification
results (i.e., “1988_LCW_30‐
35Classes”) in a new display

You have just classified the 1988 satellite image of Long Creek into 30‐35 classes based
on similarities of the pixels’ spectral signatures.
To collapse the many classes into three classes will require your attention to detail,
close comparison of the image to the RGG image, and knowledge of patterns shown in
the original data (e.g., linear, gray landscape features are typically roads, large dark
green areas are typically forest). You will combine the classes manually, and will need
to be patient and focused. Keep in mind that there is no single right answer for how
best to combine classes. Different people will produce different classification maps.
This is inherent to the remote sensing analysis process.

Combining the Classification Results
To begin, link the images “1988_LCW_30‐35Classes”and “1988_LCW_ROI.”
Compare the classification with the original satellite image by clicking on either image
display. Notice that some colors in the classification are quite common, while others are
less so.
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To know which Class # ENVI has assigned
to a pixel, right click (if you have a right‐
handed mouse) on any of the
1988_LCW_30‐35Classes display windows.
Select “Cursor Location/Value …”
This will open a window listing the Class #
for the pixel underneath the cursor.

Below are the Zoom windows of the RGB true‐color image (left) and the classification
result (right). In these two matched windows, you will notice that the pink pixels (i.e.,
Class 31) and the teal pixels (i.e., Class 30) both seem to denote unvegetated area.
These classes need to be combined. In a similar fashion, both Classes 7, 8, 9, and 10 all
appear to represent vegetated areas. The red line on the left is the Catawba River,
located in the extreme southwest corner of the watershed. These pixels (Class 1) do not
need to be re‐classified.
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To combine the classes:
1) In MAIN MENU: CLASSIFICATION
>> Post‐Classification
>> Combine Classes
2) In COMBINE CLASSES INPUT FILE
Select 1988_LCW_30‐35Classes
Click OK
3) In COMBINE CLASSES PARAMETERS
Select Class 31 under Select Input Classes and
Class 30 under Select Output Class
Click

Select Class 8 under Select Input Classes and
Class 7 under Select Output Class
Click
Follow a similar process to combine Classes 9
and 10 into Class 7

4) In COMBINE CLASSES OUTPUT
Click Choose
Enter a suitable file name and location

! Tip: You will very likely need several steps to reach your goal of three
classes. Try using a simple naming convention of “1988_LCW_##Classes”, where
## represents the number of classes remaining in the classification file. For
example, since you eliminated four of the 35 classes (i.e., 31 remaining), you
could name your output file “1988_LCW_31Classes.”

Enter “No” to “Remove Empty Classes?”
Click OK.
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ENVI will automatically add your revised classification file to the AVAILABLE BANDS LIST
menu. As you proceed, be sure to link your most recent classification file with the RGB
true‐color image file. Feel free to remove your previous classification files.
Clearly, the most important classes are those that covering large areas. The classes
describing the margins of land cover (e.g., the edges between developed areas and
forest), are more difficult, but also less important since they occupy a relatively small
percentage of the total watershed area.

! Tip: Start with the most common (or visible) classes, then work your way
through the less obvious classes. If you need, change the colors of the “hard
to find” classes to make them easier to spot (described below).

To proceed, use the 1988 Classification Sheet given to you by your instructor. This has a
list of 35 classes in the column “Original Classes,” and a second column for you to note
how the original columns should be combined (e.g., Class 31 Æ Class 30). As you
explore the pixel values and their vegetated condition, keep notes on the sheet as to
how the remaining classes should be combined. Proceed to combine classes until you
have classed every pixel as either Class 7 (i.e., vegetation), Class 30 (i.e., non‐
vegetation), or Class 1 (i.e., water).

Changing the colors of classes:
1) In the IMAGE window
for 1988_LCW_31Classes
>> Overlay
>> Classification

2) In INTERACTIVE CLASS TOOL INPUT FILE
Select 1988_LCW_31Classes
Click OK

3) In INTERACTIVE CLASS TOOL
>> Edit class colors/names
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4) In CLASS COLOR MAP EDITING
If you like, feel free to change the color of these
classes.
In order to fully prepare your data for the next step
of determining the difference in land cover between
1988 and 2008, you will need to make sure your
three classes of pixels have certain values.
Specifically, you need water = 1, vegetation = 2, and
non‐vegetation = 4. The rationale for this will be
clearer after you read step C. below.
To assign certain values to each class, you will follow the same steps as outlined
above.
1) In MAIN MENU: CLASSIFICATION
>> Post‐Classification
>> Combine Classes
2) In COMBINE CLASSES INPUT FILE
Select 1988_LCW_3Classes
Click OK
3) In COMBINE CLASSES PARAMETERS
Select Class 30 under Select Input Classes and
Class 4 under Select Output Class
Click

Select Class 7 under Select Input Classes and
Class 2 under Select Output Class
Click
Click OK

4) In COMBINE CLASSES OUTPUT
Click Choose.
Enter a suitable file name (e.g., 1988_LCW_3Classes_124) and location
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Congratulations! You have now, to the best of your ability, classified the 1998 data of
Long Creek Watershed into three land cover classes. You now have the basic tools with
which to view your original and classified images, determine the class # for each pixel,
manually combine similar classes into one class, change the color of a class, and make
sure the class values are established correctly for Band Math operations.

B. Classifying Land Cover in 2008
Go through a similar exercise to classify the 2008 LCW satellite data. Use the same
steps and tips as explained above.
1) Perform an “unsupervised” classification of the image
2) Combine the original classification results into our three categories
3) Change the class values of your original water, vegetation, and non‐vegetation
classes to equal 1, 2, and 4, respectively.

C. Using Band Math to Determine Land Cover Changes
Now that you have both the 1988 and 2008 images classified into three land cover
classes (and have the classes valued per the above directions), you are ready to move
forward with the key step of the entire analysis: determining how land cover changed
between 1988 and 2008. Conceptually, the technique is very straightforward: you will
use ENVI to compare the 1988 value for each pixel with its 2008 value. This will be done
using the Band Math tool.
In Band Math, the difference in 1988 and 2008 land cover values is determined for every
pixel. Specifically, the 1988 pixel value for land cover (i.e., Water = 1, Vegetation = 2,
and Non‐vegetation = 4) will be subtracted from the 2008 value. If there has been no
change in land cover, the pixel values will be the same, and the difference calculated will
be zero. If, however, the land cover has changed, the pixel values will differ. The
difference calculated will reveal what land cover change has occurred. The outcome of
this operation is a new image of LCW for which each pixel’s new value is the 2008 –
1988 Band Math calculation.
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Table 1. The table below gives all possible changes in land cover and the resulting
difference calculated using the Band Math tool (2008 – 1988).
1988 Land Cover

2008 Land Cover

Water

Water
Vegetation
Non‐vegetation
Water
Vegetation
Non‐vegetation
Water
Vegetation
Non‐vegetation

Vegetation

Non‐vegetation

Band Math Calculation Band Math Result
(2008 value – 1988 value)
1–1
0
2–1
1
4–1
3
1–2
‐1
2–2
0
4–2
2
1–4
‐3
2–4
‐2
4–4
0

The steps to complete the Band Math process in ENVI are as follows:

1) In MAIN MENU: BASIC TOOLS
>> Band Math

2) In BAND MATH
Enter the expression: float(b1)‐float(b2)
[note there are no spaces in the expression]
Click OK
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3) In VARIABLES TO BANDS PAIRINGS
a) Match B1 to Band 1 of
“2008_LCW_3Classes“
b) Match B2 to Band 1 of
“1988_LCW_3Classes”
c) Click Choose
Enter a path and file name of your choice
(e.g., “2008‐1988_LCW_ Band_Math”)
d) Click OK

Now that you have finished the Band Math operation, it will be helpful visually to create
another ROI (Region‐of‐Interest) file to exclude results from outside LCW. This is nearly
identical to the process you used above in answering Question 2.

Using the ROI file to select only the Band Math data within LCW
For this operation, you will need to add the LCW boundary vector file, then use it to
create an ROI . This ROI will then be used to classify all pixels outside of LCW as ‐9.
Since this value is different from any of your band math operations, it will allow you to
treat it differently as you work with your data in ArcGIS.
1. In MAIN: FILE
>> File
>> Open Vector File
2. In SELECT VECTOR FILENAMES
Navigate to the location of the file “Long_Creek_WS_Boundary.evf”
Click Open
This adds the layer to the AVAILABLE VECTORS LIST. You now need to load the
file into your ENVI project.
Select “Long_Creek_WS_Boundary.shp” by clicking on the file name
Click Load Selected
Load the file into the same Display window as “2008‐1988_Band Math”.
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These next two steps are essentially the same as those described on p. 15 (using the
LCW boundary file to create an ROI).
2. In #1 VECTOR PARAMETERS: CURSOR QUERY
>> File
>> Export Active Layer to ROIs.
3. In EXPORT EVF LAYERS TO ROI
Select “Convert all records of an EVF layer to one ROI”
Click OK

3. From the IMAGE window
>> Overlay
>> Region of Interest
4. In #1 ROI TOOL
>> File
>> Subset Data via ROIs
5. In SELECT INPUT FILE TO SUBSET VIA ROIs
Select “2008‐1988_LCW_Band_Math”
Click OK
6.

I
n SPATIAL SUBSET VIA ROI PARAMETERS
Select Long_Creek_WS_Boundary.shp

Next to ‘Mask pixels outside of ROI’, Click
so that “Yes” appears in the box. Enter ‐9 in the Mask
Background Value box.
Click
to choose a location and name (e.g., “2008‐
1988_LCW_Band_Math_ROI.img”) for the new file.
Note: be sure your file name includes a “.img” extension. You will need to add
this manually. Doing so allows ArcGIS to recognize and read your file directly.
You will not need to export the file or change its format.

Write the path and file name here: ____________________________________
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Click OK
The new file will be added to the Available Bands List.
Display the resulting file in a new window.

Your result should be similar (but not
exactly like) the image to the right.
There is a potential of seven different
classes shown, each resulting from a
unique change in land cover between
1988 and 2008. The yellow oval is
relevant to the question below.

! Tip: Be sure to look critically at your resulting difference map! In the
example above, there is a curious case of the area inside the yellow oval. In the
1988 image, the dominant feature is clearly a highway. In the 2008 image,
however, these same pixels were classified as vegetation. Why do you think this
happened? Consider what factors affect a pixel’s spectral pattern. Don’t worry,
there’s no need to get highly technical here – just be aware of how even the
most careful classification effort can have small glitches.
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Now that you have produced a graphical result of the land cover differences, it is also
helpful to also produce some summary statistics of the land cover differences. This is
really quite easy.
In MAIN MENU: BASIC TOOLS
>> Change Detection
>> Change Detection Statistics

In SELECT “INITIAL STATE” IMAGE:
Select Band 1 under “1988_LCW_3Classes”
Click OK
In SELECT “FINAL STATE” IMAGE:
Select Band 1 under “2008_LCW_3Classes”
Click OK
In DEFINE EQUIVALENT CLASSES:
Accept the default settings
Click OK
In CHANGE DETECTION STATISTICS OUTPUT
Click Choose
Enter a path and file name of your choice
(e.g., “LCW_ Band_Math_Stats”)
Click OK
ENVI will now create the Change Detection Statistics Table.
The table may be a bit challenging to
interpret at first, but work through it.
Start by selecting the “Percentage” tab.
The table shows which percentage of area
labeled as Class 1 (Water), Class 2
(Vegetation), and Class 3 (Non‐Vegetated)
in 1988, was classed as Class 1, etc. in
2008. For example, in the figure above,
87.723% of pixels classed as water (i.e.,
Class 1) in 1988 were classed as water in 2008. This makes sense, but you might wonder
why the percentage is not even higher. Following this example, continue interpreting
the statistics table. If you need help with this, just let me know.
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Great work! The next step is to export your results as a raster file readable in ArcGIS.
This will allow you to present your work in an understandable way.

Q3.

Did your Band Math results map change your
understanding of land cover change in LCW? In particular, did the
new map reveal any patterns that you might have missed when
comparing the 1988 and 2008 RGB images?
If you like, feel free to include information in your answer from the
statistical output described above.

What you need to hand in:
1) Screen prints of your final land cover classification images of Long Creek Watershed
(1988 and 2008)
2) Screen print of Land Cover Change map
3) Typed 1‐page response to the question above.
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Step 4: How do we present the results in an ArcGIS
map?
We are almost finished! All we have left before us is to show our results in ArcGIS. Your
final map will built using three data frames. One will show Long Creek Watershed and
the Catawba River, while two will be used for smaller reference maps.
This will take four steps:
A. Creating an “LCW Analysis” data frame showing your Difference Map and the
Catawba River
B. Creating a “North Carolina Counties” data frame showing all North Carolina
Counties
C. Creating a “Mecklenburg County” data frame showing Long Creek Watershed
and Mecklenburg County
D. Create your final map

To begin, Start ArcMap.
When prompted in the “Start using ArcMap with” box, select “A new empty map”

A. Creating the “LCW Analysis” Data Frame
To start, let’s rename the data frame to “LCW Analysis”

Renaming the data frame:
In the table of contents:
>> Right click on “Layers”
>> Select Properties
>> In Data Frame Properties:
>> Click the “General” tab
>> Enter “LCW Analysis”
>> Click Ok
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Adding new data to your map:
1) Click
2) Navigate to the correct path and add the following files:
•
•
•
•

Catawba_Near_Charlotte
Long_Creek_Stream_System
Long_Creek_WS_Boundary
2008‐1988_LCW_Band_Math_ROI.img

Your data view window
should look something
like this:
Note: the
Catawba_Near_Charlotte
shapefile does not contain
all of the Charlotte River.
Your symbology will likely
not look like this. To
change the symbology, of
the three shapefiles,
double click on the color
block or line near the name of the shapefile in the Table of Contents. For each
shapefile, choose the colors listed below (or another color that seems appropriate to
you):
•
•
•

Catawba_Near_Charlotte = “Lake”
Long_Creek_Stream_System = “Lapis Lazuli”; line width = 2
Long_Creek_WS_Boundary = “No Color”; outline color = Grey 60% and width = 2

Now, let’s change the raster file’s symbology.

Changing the symbology of “2008‐1988_LCW_Band_Math_ROI.img”
1) Right click the file name “2008‐1988_LCW_Band_Math_ROI.img”
Select Properties
Select the Symbology tab
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Select “Unique Values”
Click Yes to compute unique values.
Feel free to select colors for each of
the values that seem right to you,
but here is a list of suggestions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‐9 = “No Color”
‐3 = “Black”
‐2 = “Fir Green”
‐1 = “Black”
0 = “Arctic White”
1 = “Black”
2 = "Poinsettia Red"
3 = “Black”

Click Apply
These colors are chosen to emphasize the major categories of land cover change (i.e., no
change, vegetation to non‐vegetation, and non‐vegetation to vegetation).
2) Remove the unique values ‐9, ‐3, and ‐1 from the Table of Contents. This will
streamline your map. Even though the values will not be included in the Table of
Contents, the pixels with those values (and colors) will still be displayed. You will also
want to change the label text for the remaining values to make them more
understandable.
To remove a value from the Table of
Contents:
Click on the value to select it
Click Remove
Remove the values ‐9, ‐3, and ‐1.
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3) Change the label text
Click on the field for a value under
Label and enter the new text.
Change the labels for ‐2, 0, 2, and 3 as
follows:
‐2 = Non‐Vegetation to Vegetation
0 = No Change
2 = Vegetation to Non‐Vegetation
3 = Other
Click OK
While you’re working with this data frame, go ahead and rename the layers that will
appear in the legend of the final map:
Click on the layer name to select it. Wait two seconds, then click it again.
This will make the text field editable.
Change the names to the following:
Catawba_Near_Charlotte = Catawba River
Long_Creek_Stream_System = Long Creek Stream System
Long_Creek_WS_Boundary = Long Creek Watershed Boundary
2008‐1988_LCW_Band_Math_ROI.img = Land Cover Change 1988‐2008
When you are finished with
changing the symbology of the
raster file (i.e., creating unique
values, changing colors, removing
some unique values, renaming the
other unique values, and renaming
the layer names ), you should have
a data view that looks something
like this.
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You have now organized the most important information for your final map. To
help viewers of your map understand where LCW is, it is necessary to add two
small reference maps, one for North Carolina and one for Mecklenburg County.

B. Creating the “North Carolina Counties” Data Frame
In this step, you’ll add a new data frame, rename it, add a shapefile, then change its
symbology.

Adding a new data frame:
From the MAIN MENU: INSERT
>> Data Frame
When you add a new data frame, it automatically becomes the “active” data frame (i.e.,
displayed in the data view window).
1) Using the steps outline above, rename the new data frame “North Carolina
Counties”
2) Add the shapefile:
•

NC_Counties

3) Change the symbology of NC_Counties to highlight Mecklenburg County
In the default symbology, all counties in North Carolina have the same symbology. To
make Mecklenburg County stand out, you need to change only its color.
a) Right click on the shapefile name NC_Counties
b) Click Properties
c) Select the Symbology tab
d) Under “Show:” select “Unique values”
e) Under “Value Field” select “CO_NAME”
f) Click

to select which counties will be listed separately in the value list

g) Select “Mecklenburg” and click OK
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h) Double click on the color block next to “<all other values>” and select the color Lilac
Dust (or something similar) from the Fill Color Options
i) Double click on the color block next to Mecklenburg County and select the color
Sahara Sand (or something similar) from the Fill Color Options
You should have a data view
window for North Carolina
Counties that looks like this:

C. Creating the “Mecklenburg County” Data Frame
Following a similar process as described above, complete the following steps:
1) Add a new data layer and rename it “Mecklenburg County”
2) Add the shapefiles:
• Mecklenburg_County
• Long_Creek_WS_Boundary
3) Change the symbology so that Mecklenburg_County is filled with Sahara Sand, and
LCW_Boundary is filled with “no color” and has a 2 point Poinsettia Red outline.
You should have a data view window for
Mecklenburg County that looks like this:
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D. Creating the Final Map
You are now on the final mapping step! You will put the pieces together to make a map
showing how land cover changed in LCW between 1988 and 2008.
1) Switch your ArcGIS to Layout View

2) Expand the LCW data frame so that it
occupies the entire layout page
3) Move the NC Counties and
Mecklenburg County data frames to
the lower right corner of the layout
view
4) Add a line (using the Drawing
toolbar) connecting Mecklenburg
County to the NC Counties map

5) Add the title, Long Creek Watershed
(Charlotte, NC) Land Cover Change 1988 to 2008
Main Menu: Insert
>> Title
Use bold 28 point font

6) Add a scale bar
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Main Menu: Insert
>> Scale Bar
Select Scale Line 1
Click Properties and select Kilometers under Division Units
Click OK
Click OK
7) Add a legend
Before you begin, make sure the “LCW Analysis” data frame is active. To do this,
right click on the “LCW Analysis” data frame name, and select Activate from the pull
down menu.
a) In the layout view, insert a
legend. This starts the Legend
Wizard.
Though not critical, work to
arrange your data layers in the
order shown to the right.

Click Next

b) You will next be able to change the legend’s
title.
Change the font to 20 point and click the second
button to center justify the title

Click Next

c) You will next be able to edit the legend frame.

Using the menus provided, select the following settings:
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Border = 1.0 point
Background = Sand
Gap = 10.00
Rounding = 10%
Click Next
d) You will next be able to edit the size and shape of the symbol patches used in the
legend.
Using the menus provided, select the following settings:
Line = S curve
Area = Urbanized Area
Click Next
e) You will next be able to edit the spacing between parts of the legend. Accept all
default settings.
Click Finish
f) The resulting legend is missing the data layer
name for “Land Cover Change 1988 to 2008,” so
we’ll need to add this.
Right click on the legend and select Properties
Select the Items tab
Under Legend Items, select “Land Cover Change
1988 to 2008”
Click Style
In the Legend Style Editor box, select the style
option “Horizontal with Layer Name, Heading,
and Label” (shown on right)
Click OK
Click OK
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The last step is to insert a text box with your name on it! Go ahead and do that now.
You now have all the necessary pieces in place for the final(!) map product of your land
cover change analysis. Feel free to make any adjustments you feel are needed so that
the map looks as you want it.
Your map should look something like the map below.
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Fantastic!! You have completed all of the remote sensing and GIS steps of your analysis!
If you remember back to the beginning of this exercise, you were presented with a
situation of degraded water quality in Long Creek Watershed, a tributary to the
endangered Catawba River. It became clear that one possibility for the lowered water
quality was changes in land cover in Long Creek Watershed. The purpose of this
exercise was to show you how remote sensing and GIS could be used to explore that
idea. Through this analysis, you have learned how to use the Glovis website to learn
what Landsat data are available, chosen which images are best suited to your project,
and worked with ENVI to display and stack them. You created a region of interest to
select only the pixels in LCW, then classified them into groups relevant to your analysis.
You mastered the Band Math operation to determine how land cover changed (based
on your classification scheme) between 1988 and 2008. Finally, you used GIS to create a
presentation map highlighting your remote sensing analysis results. In your GIS map,
you were able to include non‐raster data such as Long Creek, the Catawba River, and
Mecklenburg County. Well done!
The only step remaining is to reconsider your original hypotheses that you formed on
Page 2.

Q4. A) Examine the spatial pattern of land cover change in
relation to the Long Creek stream system. Do you think land
cover change had an effect on the streams’ water quality?
Explain your answer. Be sure to provide as much detail and as
many examples as you can.
B) If you were to continue your analysis, what steps
would you follow to help further your understanding of how
land cover change in LCW might have impacted water quality?
For example, can you think of additional ways you could use
remote sensing and GIS to explore the relationship between
land cover and stream quality? Or, are there new types of data
that you think might be helpful in continuing your analysis?
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What you need to hand in:
1) Your finished map!
2) A 1‐2 page essay answering Question 4.
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